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Brief history 1

• Institute of Language and Literature at the
Academy of Sciences was founded in 1947

• Since 1993 the Institute of the Estonian
Language at the Ministry of Education and 
Research

• Giving consultations to the public started
already since the foundation of the institute

• On 12 August 1966 a special diary was started
to record the questions and answers





Brief history 2

• Phone service remained for long time the main
channel for consultations, although questions
were sometimes also sent in writing (letters)

• In 2003 phone calls database was started, all 
questions and answers are recorded for reference
purposes and for statistics
– currently holds more than 160,000 records since 1991

• In 2004 regular mail consultation service began, 
using a webform, all mails are also registered in a 
database (25,450 records)



Brief history 3

• Status of consultation service has changed 
from unofficial, voluntary job to fully 
acknowledged public service sponsored by the 
state (esp. since 2004)



Current service: phone calls

• The more direct way of consulting people, quick
and interactive (it is possible to clarify the
question and its context)

• Average workload: up to 30 calls per day (record
on 22.03.2004 – 71 calls); 6000 per year (record
in 2004 – 8260 calls)

• One call may mean several questions

• The overall tendency is slightly towards decrease

• Working time: 9–12, 13–17 (usual working hours)



Current service: e-mails

• People use this channel often with more
complicated issues, also e.g. with long written
texts, etc.; needs more time, sometimes context
remains vague

• Average workload: 15 mails per day (record on 
21.03.2016 – 32 e-mails); up to 3000 per year (in
2015 – 2941 e-mails). Before that: up to 30 letters
per year

• The overall tendency is towards increase

• Working time: unlimited



Current service: online resources

• Consultation service’s homepage keeleabi.eki.ee

• short recommendations on specific topics, updated
twice a month

• an edited extraction of the phone calls database, 
frequently asked questions (Keelenõuvakk, 7600 
records)

• articles of language recommendation volumes
• links to dictionaries (ÕS, advisory dictionary of

document language) and databases (place names, 
declension of surnames, languages); all-integrating
page at kn.eki.ee (e-keelenõu)

• tests, various other information on courses, etc.







Other functions and tasks

• Paid services: ordered courses, expert statements
(mainly to courts)

• Other (and often more important) tasks:

• Dictionary of standard Estonian (ÕS)

• Handbook of standard Estonian
(õigekeelsuskäsiraamat)

• Various actions in language care: lectures, 
articles, promotion of clear language, EU 
language care, names planning, terminology...



Main topics in questions

• Orthography
– use of capital or small letters, one or two words, 

interpunctuation signs (esp. comma)

• Morphology (declension) and word-formation
• Syntax (forming sentences)
• Semantics (meanings of terms and other words)
• Stylistics, register of standard language, choice

between word variants
• Pronunciation, transcription of names
• Translation from foreign languages
• Other linguistic issues (e.g. etymology)



Why do we do it?

• There is a clear need for correct and good
language use in the society

• Main users of the service are professionals
dealing with texts: editors, translators, authors, 
officials, secretaries, teachers, scientists, PR 
officers, managers, etc.; institutions include both
public and private sector

• Consultation service gives very useful feedback

to language planners



How it has changed?

• By content (topics): no big changes (questions 
on spelling still prevail)

• Many new terms being created in translated 
texts; source language now being more often 
English (earlier: Russian)

• By form: written communication will be more 
dominant, multiple channels for consultations 
(incl. social media)



Challenges for the future

• The overall aim is to provide more information on 
our website, so that ‘human intervention’ is less
necessary

• We need to follow the channels used by the
public, e.g. since 2014 we use Facebook to
promote news on language care (but not yet
Twitter)

• For accountability, coherence and reference
purposes we need to maintain a central database
of our consultations
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